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Preliminaries

The present Unicode-version 4.1 of the Glagolitic writing system is neither complete nor in any other respect sufficient for
its intended usage as a basic standard. In order to show this, the paper will shortly characterize the system and its early
history and then propose a new version, discussing various options for the solution of special problems.

Theoretical requirements: A basic standard system must meet the following conditions:

&ndash; completeness,

&ndash; adequacy,

&ndash; practical functionality.

Since adequacy can only be achieved on a single historical level, the ordering, form and function of the units as well as
their characterization (names of characters, etc.) have to depict the classic status of the Glagolitic system, reached
during the Bulgarian development of O(ld) C(hurch) S(lavonic). Room provided, further elements (glyphs and/or
functions) can be added to this set for reasons of practical functionality. They may be derived from the following phases
of Glagolitic history (prehistoric phases marked by asterix *):

I. Original (Proto) System of St. Constantine-Cyrill (ca. a. 862/3)*

II. Moravo-Pannonian period (863&ndash;885)*
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III. Bulgarian period (886&ndash;1100):

1.

Preclassic phase (886&ndash;893)

2.

Classic phase (894 ca. 950)

3.

Postclassic phase (ca. 950&ndash;1100)

Remaining peculiarities of other regional developments, esp. the Croatian Square Glagolica, ought to be housed in
special sets.

Practical premises: Since Unicode does not allow for later changes in the code tables, today the fulfilment of the outlined
requirements is limited to certain additions to and corrections of the extant version (cf. below).

Possible solutions: Therefore, above from the proposed amendments of the basic version (1) at least two new tools will
have to be created:

(2) a set comprising all peculiarities of the OCS development (&ldquo;Glagolitic extended&rdquo;) or a complementary
set, containing only necessary additions to the extant set (&ldquo;Glagolitic Supplement&rdquo;).

(3) a new special version &ldquo;Square (Croatian) Glagolitic&ldquo;.

In this paper only tasks (1) and (2) will be treated. But even after the creation of these sets not all possible needs (like
variants for palaeographic analyses) will be provided for. For remaining tasks the area of Private Use Characters will
have to be used.
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General provisions:

a. Structure of the range: The whole range ought to be devided into 4 major parts for neutral elements (letters), linear
elements (like 7), supralinear elements (like syllabic dot above vowel letters) and (unusual in classic Glagolitic) sublinear
elements (like # for &ldquo;x1000&rdquo;). Subdivisions in the neutral part do not only concern capital and small letters,
but also superscripts, digraphs, and special ligatures. In the linear part paired from unpaired punctuation, in the
supralinear part combinations have to be divided from simple units.

b. Succession (ordering) of characters: Since units are to be grouped in variation sequences, homofunctional glyphs are
to follow each other according to relevant, consistent criteria like age (e.g. secondary f follows primary 7).

c. Selection: The basic inventory is to consist of all unique units (like B or the connected digraph Õ) and graphemic
variants with a stable form function relationship (like primary Í and secondary I). Room provided, certain non-individual
OCS palaeographic variants (like preclassic w for classic Ú) may be included for practical reasons.

d. Multiple values (e.g. the 4 successive phonetic values of &OElig; [k&rsquo;], /p/, /&scaron;/, /&scaron;t/): cf. Unicode
regulations.

e. Context-dependent values (like the phonetic vs. numeric value of all character glyphs): cf. Unicode regulations.

f. Transliteration: Deriving from a bialphabetic tradition, Glagolitic units have to be correctly assigned to extant Old Cyrillic
equivalents and vice versa.

Critical comments on the present version

Completeness (superfluous and missing units):
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C-Range: Above from most unique units and 4x2 variants (Big Izhe, connected Uku, younger [Cyrillic] Fritu, Small Yus
with tail) of the classic alphabet the present inventory contains also an individual rendering of &ldquo;Pe(chali)&ldquo;
(Sinaitic Abecedarium), the first (decomposed) part of the nasal vowel-digraph Ô, post-classic Theta (&ldquo;Fita&rdquo;!)
and 3 special glyphs of the Croatian redaction (Shtapic, Triangular A, Lat. Myslite). On the other hand we miss the
unconnected Uku digraph (Oy), its second component (y), original Fritu (7), and the Jery variants (Î/Wi and Ü). Further
missing variants are ligate Uku (Ýcorresponding to Cyrillic 1) and Wide Onu, even if the latter is rarely separated from its
narrow partner (o).

205-Range: While we observe 3 colon combinations known also from Cyrillic manuscripts, we miss the right-sided triple
colon, simple and double colon, comma in the middle of the line, paragraph-closing ./. , obelus and the paired colon. Most
of them, however, can be taken from other Unicode ranges (as noted sub &ldquo;Punctuation and diacritics&rdquo;).

A range for supralinear elements is to be added. If certain units (Titlos, dot, spiritus, etc.) are to be taken from other
extant ranges, this should again be indicated adding the relevant links.

Glyph forms:

Leaving aside the few additions from the Croation tradition, our critical comments concern:

(1) the present, secondary Fritu that needs reshaping as it is missing the typical loop (f) and ought to be inserted at the
end, leaving its position 07/47 to the original Glagolitic form.

(2) the awkward form of the second Heru (22/52) ought to be reshaped (to resemble the sun with four rays: $).

(3) the form of No. 0C/3C (for the name &ldquo;Djervi&rdquo; cf. below!) represents a young variant and is to be
reshaped as it is almost identical with Lat. Myslite (2E/5E).

Character names: Most of the chosen names are traditional, but origin partly from the late (Russian) Cyrillic tradition. In
many instances this choice might be better than using the original names (like &ldquo;Kitu&rdquo; as precursor of
&ldquo;Shta&rdquo;; yet &ldquo;Izhica&rdquo; ought to be replaced by &ldquo;Ypostasu&rdquo;), since we do not know
all of them and must stick to common usage. In certain cases, however, the names are wrong or convey a false
connotation and therefore must be replaced: &ldquo;Initial Izhe&rdquo; &rarr; &ldquo;Big Izhe&rdquo;,
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&ldquo;Djervi&rdquo; &rarr; &ldquo;Gehenna&rdquo;, &ldquo;Otu&rdquo; &rarr; &ldquo;(Big) O&rdquo;, &ldquo;Spidery
Ha&rdquo; &rarr; &ldquo;Sunny Heru&rdquo;, &ldquo;Fita&rdquo; &rarr; &ldquo;Theta&rdquo; (or &ldquo;Tita&rdquo;). It
might also be better to change the Croatian name &ldquo;Trokutasti A&rdquo; for English &ldquo;Triangular A&rdquo;.

Arithmetic value: Even if not all values of the fourth row have been preserved the number of extant variants ending with
6000 &ndash;, the lost original values can be reconstructed and added in brackets.

Àííîòàöèÿ

Íåñìîòðÿ íà òî, ÷òî ñóùåñòâóþùàÿ âåðñèÿ Unicode (4.1) ïðåäñòàâëÿåò ñîáîé íåñêîëüêî áîëåå ñîâåðøåííóþ âåðñèþ ïî ñðàâíåíèþ ñ
èíîì îòíîøåíèè äëÿ èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ. Â ÷àñòíîñòè, íåäîñòàòêè êàñàþòñÿ (à) ñòðóêòóðû äèàïàçîíà, (b) èíâåíòàðÿ è ðàñïîëîæåíèÿ ñèìâ

Àâòîð äåëàåò êðàòêèé îáçîð ðàííåé èñòîðèè ãëàãîëè÷åñêîé ñèñòåìû, à çàòåì âûíîñèò íà îáñóæäåíèå âîçìîæíûå ñïîñîáû ðåøåíèÿ
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